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Abstract

With the development of computer technology, especially the commercial

application of AI artificial intelligence technology, it has been increasingly applied

to all kinds of trading activities in the capital market, and occupies most of the

Wall Street trading market. The disadvantages of traditional manual trading

mode are solved by AI artificial intelligence trading mode one by one. There is no

doubt that AI is replacing traditional manual trading.

AI artificial intelligence trading to replace the traditional manual 
trading is an inevitable trend of historical development!
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How can AI enable quantitative investment in digital currencies?

How to use big data and artificial intelligence technology to drive the quantitative
development of digital currency, deeply explore the potential opportunities in the digital
currency market, and maximize its value is described in detail in the practice of ACL
intelligent trading system. Based on powerful big data and artificial intelligence technology,
the ACL intelligent trading system carries out refined analysis and deep mining of massive
global data, and builds a quantitative model. With the quantitative data, it can process digital
currency transactions and monitor the instantaneous price difference in the global digital
currency market and a variety of free trading robots.

We will promote new changes in the digital currency market

The development of AI artificial intelligence has promoted the new reform of the digital 

currency market, the traditional manual brick in the new trend also manually move bric

ks, has no profit, software to move bricks need manual disk, computer crash restart an

d other problems, too many uncontrollable factors have long been outdated, AI artificia

l intelligence with its powerful algorithm ability, It can capture the obvious advantages 

of the fastest market, the most accurate volume and price mining, the most combined 

monitoring, and the most stable risk control. Moreover, the factors that were difficult to

 be considered manually before can be incorporated into the investment model, and th

e historical rules can be mined through artificial intelligence such as machine learning t

o find feasible investment strategies. With the help of blockchain technology, the ACL ar

tificial intelligence trading system is built to ensure authenticity and traceability, and tr

uly ensure that each quantitative trading strategy has traces and can be traced actively,

 and make it financialized and informationalized, so as to realize the value connection b

etween technology and network. With the help of blockchain, digital cryptocurrencies o

n the chain are issued, so that everyone can participate in, supervise, transfer, realize a

nd publicize the value of their financial attributes. At the same time, the artificial intelli

gence trading system of ACL extends blockchain technology to the Internet of value 
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About ACL
关于我们

AURORA CAPITAL LTD (ACL-AI) is a leading provider of automated trading strategies and 

a leading provider of international financial derivatives liquidity services. Years of deep 

experience in artificial intelligence trading strategy, rich enough experience for the 

global blockchain digital currency derivatives market interested in traders to build a 

secure intelligent trading system, reduce trading risks. It involves many technical fields 

of blockchain digital cryptocurrency cloud data analysis, and is the first international 

research and development of digital asset intelligent DAPP and AI intelligent trading and 

investment platform in the physical world.



ACL-AI provides a secure and convenient intelligent solution by supporting multiple 

blockchain asset types. Users can use ACL-AI for unified storage, management and high-

frequency automatic AI intelligent trading of mainstream digital assets.

The AI intelligent algorithm can integrate the data factors generated by each node on 

the chain and the cryptographically derived data into a brand new trading decision 

factor library. Through the PB intelligent hosting strategy, the node data is analyzed 

from multiple levels and angles, and the transaction is conducted according to the 

probability calculation, so as to achieve a more secure and transparent, decentralized 

and efficient arbitrage asset management experience.

While ACL-AI is compatible with all kinds of crypto asset management services, it also 

builds intelligent hosting strategy into a bridge linking various fields such as NFT, DeFi, 

GameFi, Socailfi and Metafi to create a better asset management system for global 

investors.
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ACL's expertise in investing across capital structures allows us to foster a diversified 

portfolio of global investment strategies in four categories: Quantitative strategies, 

Web3.0, Funds, and AI Learning systems.

Invest across capital structures

The enterprise scale
ACL-AI has $9.88 billion in assets under management and invests in emerging 

technologies and artificial intelligence. ACL has been one of the most active crypto and 

AI businesses since 2012. We have the ability to evaluate opportunities at the 

intersection of gaming, infrastructure, web3 and open finance.



BETTER SERVICE STRATEGYBETTER SERVICE STRATEGY

ACL-AI provides investors with professional and complete insights and data analysis 

reports, serves millions of users in 120 countries, accumulates over 100 million daily 

transactions, supports multi-country fiat currency transactions, seamless coin-coin 

transactions, and offers multiple digital currencies for trading. The first 7x24 

professional service for customers in the industry, rapid response, small bid-ask 

spread, quick response to trading. Meet different levels of capital and different 

transaction needs.
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Based on the high-capacity application chain technology architecture, ACL independently 

developed high-performance technical support robot automatic trading plate, using 

memory matching engine TPS60000 / SEC, multi-platform integrated operation 

environment can be extended in parallel.

• Multi-platform integrated operation environment

• Dual veri�cation system

128-bit SSL encryption communication technology and Google Authenticator dual 

authentication system ensure the security of user information, and use mature multi-

layer signature cold and heat separation architecture to ensure the security of user 

assets, from trading to storage to ensure the interests of investors.

• Distributed data storage technology

ACL-AI intelligent trading platform mainly includes distributed software and standard 

servers. ACL-AI distributed network storage system adopts an extensible system 

structure, which uses multiple storage servers to share storage load and location servers 

to locate storage information. It not only improves the reliability, availability and 

storage efficiency of the system, but also is easy to expand.

The platform architecture

Digital Asset Security
ACL-AI generates a corresponding address for each investment site to store the user's 

mortgage and financial assets. The new address uses multiple signatures to ensure the 

security of the mortgage assets. It is jointly held by the platform, the business node 

and the investor, and must be arbitrary among the three parties
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The introduction of multi-party saving is mainly to prevent the loss of the single private 

key. The service node can determine whether to provide the standard private key 

according to the actual situation.

Shamir private key segmentation algorithm:

The idea of key sharing is to split the key in an appropriate way. After the split, each share is 

managed by a different actor. A single actor cannot recover the secret information; only 

several actors can work together to recover the key. More importantly, when a problem 

occurs with any of the participants in the corresponding range, the key can still be fully 

recovered. Key sharing scheme: Assume that the data to be protected is D, and the goal is to 

divide D into n blocks 1 2 3 4 n D, D, D, D,LD, and require:

            （1) By arbitrarily choosing k (or more) blocks, D can be easily reconstructed;

               (2) It is impossible to reconstruct D with any k-1 (or fewer) blocks.

Multiple language support
English and Chinese, English, Japanese, Korean, Russian and other languages are supported.

Data transmission Security
ACL-AI intelligent managed policy trading system supports the implementation of TLS 

technology based on national secret algorithm. TLS is a security protocol that provides 

security and data integrity for network communication.

Based on Lagrange interpolation formula, taking the key pair with the number of k 

individuals, a polynomial of degree at most k-1 can be uniquely determined. In addition, 

a reliable system can be obtained by using the 1 2 1,, k-a a La threshold that satisfies n = 

2* k-1. The master key is divided into multiple stores. Only the key shares that exceed the 

threshold number can restore the master key.
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Verify the identity of the peer party, encrypt data to prevent data theft, and verify data 

integrity. In this project, the cryptographic software containing the TLS function can be 

integrated into each node without the need to deploy hardware devices.

Privacy protection principle

A particularly important issue in the current Internet of Things is user privacy. User 

privacy protection in the Internet of Things is extremely fragile. Because sensors collect a 

large amount of user data, it is very easy to predict user behavior. In addition, the current 

architectural model, even if OpenID is used to desensitize users, can easily reverse 

deduce the identity of users as long as multiple dimensions are compared and analyzed.

Aiming at this problem, we tried based on zero knowledge proof algorithm, and using our 

innovation behavior of private key (BPK) algorithm model, through the user intent 

(intent) passed to other hardware, and do not need to pass the user symbol, not only can 

effectively protect users' privacy, in fact, but also can solve the problem of worry about 

losing customers.
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Token reward system
We will integrate IOTA, Waves, TRON, RSK, Ethereum and many other different existing 

technologies to build our basic reward system based on the blockchain network of smart 

contracts. The reward is generated by a given consistency algorithm. The inheritance of 

competitive real market prices will depend on the relevance of pricing forecasts to 

enforceable entry and exit points in a particular market. The relevant score will give you 

an idea of how the apollo robot will operate with it based on the weighting factor. Based 

on all these successful events, the apollo robot will be rewarded by the token system.

Easy and fast transaction
ACL-AI provides users with the optimal market price and simple operation experience by 

connecting with the exchange API. By optimizing the screening mechanism, ACL-AI 

presents users with simple bid price and ask price as well as the entrance of high-

frequency automatic AI intelligent trading. Users can easily complete the trading and 

participate in the incentive mechanism by simply entering the quantity.

A convenient tool for trading
ACL-AI connects to the International Payment Service provider (Epay) to provide a credit 

card consumption channel for users. Users only need to initiate purchase transactions in 

the ACL-AI system, and through the connection between ACL-AI and Epay, the import of 

five mainstream currencies such as US dollar, Hong Kong dollar, Japanese yen, Euro and 

British pound can be realized, and the high-frequency automatic AI intelligent 

transactions with digital assets can be completed.
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ACL-AI generates a corresponding address for each investment site to store the user's 

mortgage and financial assets. The new address uses multiple signatures to ensure 

the security of the mortgage assets. It is jointly held by the platform, business nodes 

and investors, and must be signed by any two of the three parties before sending the 

transaction.
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The high-frequency intelligent trading and quotation of ACL-AI are accelerated by 

FPGA hardware, EFH quotation system and nanosecond quotation forwarding service 

equipment cast by multi-core hardware technology.

(1) Order management and risk control 0 delay

(2) single digit subtle performance jitter.

(3) Parallel processing of capital risk control and flow control.

(4) Visual real-time risk monitoring.

ACL-AI relies on the high-speed C++ core framework and the efficient and easy-to-

use application layer framework (wtpy). ACL-AI starts a new UFT engine at 0.9 to 

meet the needs of ultra-low delay transactions. After a series of optimization, the 

system delay is within 175 nanoseconds.

Solid disk operation architecture
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Trading engine
CTA engine, also called synchronous policy engine, is generally applicable to policies 

with fewer targets and faster computational logic, and is event-driven and time-driven. 

Typical application scenarios include single target timing, arbitrage below IF, etc. The 

DualThrust strategy provided in the Demo takes about 70 microseconds for the Python 

implementation and 4.5 microseconds for the C++ implementation.

Perfect development interface

• E�cient and easy to use data interface:

Each policy has an independent context module. The context automatically caches 

the data required by the policy, and the policy can be invoked directly.

• Simple signal interface:

The policy only needs to set the target position and is automatically executed in 

the background.
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• Context-free policy logic:

The policy does not need to record any data. It only needs to query the interface 

each time. All data is cached in memory, ensuring access efficiency.

Strategic management
· Uni�ed management of strategy combination:

Adopt the way of strategy combination, mainly to cooperate with the product 

management of professional organizations. A combination of disk, corresponding to a 

number of strategies of a number of targets, and then set a basic unit capital, this is the 

product management of the basic combination of disk, convenient expansion.

• Target position consolidation execution:

After the target position is merged, the risk of self-transaction is avoided, and the 

margin occupation and commission cost are reduced.

• Independent storage of theoretical parts:

The theoretical part of the strategy is stored independently, and the overall 

performance of the combined disk is also independently accounted for, which is 

easily competent for internal management.
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• Language support:

Back to test support

Strategt class that defines a common interface for all supported algorithms

Context, configured as a ConcreteStrategy, maintains a reference to the Strategy

• High backtest e�ciency:

Backtest engine using C++ development, backtest efficiency is high, fast. Both C++ 

and Python policies can be verified quickly.

• Complete policy support:

In addition to the CTA policy and SEL policy, the HFT policy, UFT policy, and 

execution unit can also be backtested.

Strategies developed in C++, python strategies developed in wtpy, or other language 

subframeworks are all tested in a unified backtest engine.
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E�cient data servoing
• Local data servo:

• Caching historical data:

During the transaction process, all the historical data is cached in the memory, and 

the mechanism of memory directly referencing memory data slices is adopted to 

fundamentally avoid data copy and improve access efficiency.

• E�cient storage engine:

Real-time data using mmap file, read and write high speed and will not lose data.

Risk control
• Portfolio fund risk control:

Portfolio disk has a preset capital scale, can be targeted at the virtual capital of 

portfolio disk, portfolio disk capital risk control. The biggest advantage is that if the 

portfolio is in the downward stage, after triggering risk control, even if the fund 

account has not hit the risk control line, it will not continue to go down.

• Channel tra�c risk control:

Mainly aimed at compliance risks, it controls the total number of single withdrawal, the 

number of orders placed in a short time and the number of orders withdrawn.

The built-in storage engine of WonderTrader uses local storage, establishes data servos 

locally, broadcasts real-time quotations through udp ports, realizes 1+N service 

structure, and can provide undifferentiated data services to multiple composite disks 

at the same time.
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• Account capital risk control:

Consistent with the capital risk control in the general sense, the main control account 

capital withdrawal, etc.

• Emergency manual intervention:

Provide an emergency entry point for human intervention by uploading a configuration 

file for control purposes.

• Clutch mechanism:

The clutch mechanism relies on the separation of the signal and the execution of 

the mechanism, mainly if the strategy or combination of risks, through the clutch 

mechanism, directly disconnect the signal execution.

Powerful console
• Combined disk operation monitoring:

• Automatic scheduling service:

Fully schedules scheduled tasks (start, stop, and restart), supports weekly task 

repetitions, and supports process daemon.

• Real-time event noti�cation:

The monitoring service receives the events pushed by the composite disk and forwards 

them to the monitoring end to prompt the user.

• Online backtest analysis:

After fully automatic remote deployment, online backtest service is provided, and 

results are analyzed and displayed graphically.

• Fully automatic remote deployment:

Provides automatic deployment services in various application scenarios, such as 

backtest environment and real disk environment.

You can view real-time run logs, policy theory data, and trading channel data, and provide 

the entrance for manual start and stop.
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Market analysis
The proposed price prediction platform tool would use a regression linear projection 

RNN for market analysis. The whole idea is made up of a series of words and word 

orders that encode a lot of information that helps predict the market. The first step is to 

map words to word embeddings. Step 2 is to receive a sequence of vectors as input and 

consider the order of vectors to generate a predicted RNN. From the embedding layer, 

the new representation will be passed to the LSTM unit. These additions will often be 

connected to the network, so we can include information about word sequences in the 

data.
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Acl-ai implements a token called ACL, which is a decentralized blockchain crypto 

asset issued based on Ethereum ERC20 standard.

Release mechanism

Allocation mechanism
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Allocation rules
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Token Application Ecology
ACL-AI combines innovative economic system to make the transaction process 

more secure and convenient. It uses cutting-edge technologies such as blockchain, 

big data, Internet of things, and AI intelligence to realize blockchain technology to 

link physical value, build a global Internet of value, and jointly build an open 

sharing, collaborative innovation and sustainable cycle of digital economic alliance 

ecology.

· Virtual goods trading platform:

ACL-AI allows any user to trade on its fully functional virtual 

trading platform without having to invest any money in security, 

infrastructure or settlement processing.

·DeFi Open Finance:

The platform explores more efficient business models, so that all 

people can enjoy equal financial services, and realize the DeFi 

distributed financial trust foundation system across finance, 

industry, application and terminal.

· Consumption payment development platform:

Users can purchase digital currencies through debit cards, credit 

cards or bank remittances, and use more than 3,000 kinds of 

ERC20 digital currencies and credit cards, including BTC and ETH, 

as payment methods for e-commerce.
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2022/12-2023/2
ACL was officially issued, the first round of distribution was completed, 
and it continued to be on the global top 100 exchanges.

2023/3-2023/8
The ACL token economy and application scenario architecture have 
been fully implemented.

2023/9-2024/1 

Completed the first round of ACL core developers and teams airdrop, 
and thanked core investors and supporting institutions.

2024/2-2024/6
 With a market capitalization of over USD 1 billion, ACL has 

become a global industry leader in the fintech application 
ecosystem.

2024/7-2024/12
 Enable ACL to create 100 high-quality fintech application scenarios 

through the integration of big data, AI and blockchain technologies.

2025/-

The ACL ecosystem is constructed by integrating the multiple values 
of Defi, Gamefi, Soicialfi and NFT

The development plan
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Systematic risk
Systemic risk is the potential change in returns due to common factors that affect the 

returns of all securities and crypto assets as well. For example, policy risk -- at present, 

the regulatory policies for blockchain projects and listing financing in various countries 

are not clear, and there is a possibility of loss of participants due to policy reasons; In 

the market risk, the overall value of the crypto asset market is overvalued, then the 

investment risk will be increased. Participants may expect the growth of listed projects 

to be too high, but these high expectations may not be realized. At the same time, 

systemic risk also includes a series of force majeure factors, including but not limited to 

natural disasters, large-scale failures of computer networks around the world, political 

unrest, etc.

Risk of regulatory absence 
Encryption asset transactions, including the ACL has a very high uncertainty, due to the 

lack of a strong encryption asset transactions is regulated, so the encryption assets 

exist in slump, risk by banker manipulation, and so on and so forth, if the lack of 

experience, after the individual participants in the market may find it difficult to resist 

the market instability caused by impact assets and psychological pressure. Although 

academic experts and official media have sometimes given advice on cautious 

participation, there are no written regulatory methods and provisions, so it is difficult 

to effectively avoid such risks at present.

Regulatory introduction risk
There is no denying that in the foreseeable future, there will be regulations to regulate blo

ckchain and electronic crypto assets. If regulatory bodies regulate the sector, crypto 
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Project overall risk 

The ACL-AI founding team will spare no effort to achieve the development goals set out 

in the White Paper and expand the project's potential for growth. At present, ACL-AI 

has a relatively mature business model. However, in view of the unforeseeable factors 

in the overall development trend of the industry, the existing business model and 

overall thinking may not be in good agreement with the market demand, resulting in 

the consequences of unpredictable profitability.

Project technical risk 
This project is built based on artificial intelligence algorithm, and the rapid development of 

artificial intelligence is bound to bring potential risks of being cracked. At the same time, 

technologies such as distributed ledger, decentralization and non-consent tampering 

support the development of core business, and ACL-AI cannot fully guarantee the 

implementation of the technology. Thirdly, in the process of project update and 

adjustment, vulnerabilities may be found, which can be remedied by releasing patches, but 

the extent of the impact caused by vulnerabilities cannot be guaranteed.

Hacking and criminal risk 

In terms of security, due to the high total investment, high requirements are put 

assets purchased at the time of listing may be affected, including but not limited to 

volatility or restrictions in price and ease of sale.
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Unknown risks

As blockchain technology and the overall trend of the AI industry continue to evolve, 

ACL-AI may face some unanticipated risks. Investors are requested to fully understand 

the background of the team and the overall framework and thinking of the project, 

reasonably adjust their vision, and rationally participate in ACL-AI project before 

making participation decisions.

forward for the security of the project, and the trading system and platform have the 

risk of being attacked by hackers due to the large amount of funds. ACL-AI is not 

responsible for possible hacking attacks. At the same time, crypto assets have the 

characteristics of anonymity and difficulty in traceability. It is also a crime to use crypto 

assets to help transfer the funds obtained from illegal crimes, which will be punished 

by law


